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It is a necessary tool for any student who is required to write a research paper. If you're having trouble finding the correct way to cite items for a bibliography, then check out this great resource. You'll be sure to find what you're looking for inside. The MLA Handbook explains how to identify a topic and develop it through research.(xvii). We undertake research when we wish to explore an idea, probe an issue, solve a problem, or make an argument in relation to what others have written(3). secondary research...learning to identify and analyze the work of other researchers will play a major role in your development as a student.Â bibliographic information is essential to researching and writing the paper be sure to enter all the publication information...(that)required to locate each work(32). Eventually, you will transform your working bibliography into a working cited list(33). "The Modern Language Association publishes two books on its documentation style: the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (for high school and undergraduate students) and the MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing (for graduate students, scholars, and professional writers)."--Title page verso.Â Foreword / Rosemary G. Feal -- Preface / David G. Nicholls -- Note on the web component -- Research and writing -- Plagiarism and academic integrity -- Mechanics of writing -- Format of the research paper -- Documentation: preparing the list of works cited -- Documentation: citing sources in the text -- Abbreviations -- Appendix A. Guides to writing -- Appendix B. Specialized style manuals -- Index. Other Titles